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Introduction

During 2014, the Office of the Commissioner
for Voluntary Organisations (henceforth CVO
Office) continued to regulate the voluntary
sector and give continuous leadership and
support. It was also an influential voice for this
sector and volunteering, believing that voluntary
action and the voluntary spirit provide a true
foundation of our society. The activities of this
third sector are widespread in every community;
voluntary organisations (henceforth VOs), small
and large, reflect the things that communities
and individuals care about and meet their social
needs. They help us connect with others and
enable us to shape our surroundings. They lie at
the heart of our society and can mobilise public
opinion, represent the voiceless and influence
public policy.
This report demonstrates the work carried
out by the CVO Office to monitor this sector
and its compliance with the law, during the
year under review. There was an increase in
the volume of investigatory work with regards
to the operations, management and financial
matters of the organisations. This Office has to
be vigilant against the misuse of funds and other
malpractices such as fraud and the abuse of
vulnerable beneficiaries. Decisive decisions were
taken where there was doubt on the veracity of
the information provided or where administrators
were slow or unwilling to substantiate the data
submitted. Those organisations who eventually
complied with their legal obligations were
directed to get back onto a secure footing.

The CVO Office had to face various challenges
in its efforts to manage its operations due to
lack of human and financial resources. This issue
has been raised with authorities on various
occasions. The CVO Office did its utmost to fulfil
its statutory objectives within its limitations.
Also, some weaknesses in the current legal
powers of the Commissioner are undermining
his ability to be an effective regulator. However,
the amendments of the Voluntary Organisations
Act 2007 (Cap 492 of the Laws of Malta)
(henceforth VOA) will strengthen his powers
and improve his ability to regulate. A lot of work
was carried out during the year together with the
Commissioner’s legal advisors on the proposed
amendments to the VOA and on the drafting of
the Bill. The White Paper for consultation will be
issued in 2015.
This office experienced further growth in the
number of enrolled VOs during the year ending
with 1068 organisations that have applied with
the CVO office since it started operating in
2008. Enrolling a voluntary organisation brings
various advantages to the organisation as it is
associated with high levels of public trust and
brings significant benefits as stipulated in the
VOA. Enrolled VOs show their commitment to
transparency and accountability, since they are
scrutinised according to law. Moreover, their
administrators must be willing and able to take
on the responsibilities and duties conferred to
them.
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A total of 171 applications were submitted for
processing during 2014. The CVO Office also
issued 128 Certificates of Enrolment and continued
working on the project to replace old certificates
issued since 2008 with new ones. A number of VOs
have also been taken before the Administrative
Review Tribunal at the law courts for not submitting
their annual accounts and annual returns. Enrolled
VOs must comply with the provisions of the VOA
and its Subsidiary Legislation 492.01 (Legal Notice
379 of 2012), VOA (Annual Returns and Annual
Accounts Regulations) and be accountable and
transparent in their work.
This report gives also a good overview on the
situation regarding the filing of annual returns
and accounts by enrolled VOs. Annual accounts
provide important information about how a VO
has used its funds. How much information a VO is
required to submit depends on its annual revenue.
This ensures that a disproportionate burden is
not placed on the small VOs. The annual report
provides an explanation on the VO’s operations,
administration and what it did with its resources.
Both the accounts and report provide essential
information on the transparency and accountability
of the organisation and thus their compilation and
submission is of utmost importance.
In line with Subsidiary Legislation 492.01, VOs
must submit their annual returns and accounts,
which are analysed by the CVO Office. The public
expects VOs to be open and accountable about
what they do and how they are run and thus such
documents are public in accordance with the VOA.
It is vital that VOs take public accountability and
transparency seriously. As highlighted in Chapter
4 of this report, a good number of VOs are
constantly late in filing documents, do not submit
all the required information, or do not submit their
returns at all. To address this issue, this year as in
previous ones, a good number of notifications and
reminders were sent to VOs.
The CVO Office provided assistance to VOs by
setting up meetings to give them all the necessary

information and advice on compiling their
annual returns and accounts. During the year
under review, the CVO office not only strived to
collect the returns for the year, but it also made
various attempts to collect those of defaulters
of previous years. Moreover, final notices were
issued after which legal actions can follow,
through the Administrative Review Tribunal. The
new amendments of the VOA will give more
powers to the Commissioner to take action
against defaulters.
The vacant post of a Research and Web Content
officer was filled during the year and work
started immediately on the design of this Office’s
website to replace the existing one which needs
a total overhaul. Chapter 5 of this annual report
provides an overview of this website’s structure
that will provide more detailed information
on the work carried out by the CVO Office.
Moreover, in line with the VOA and European
Union (henceforth EU) obligations for more
transparency and accountability by VOs, the
website will include an online register of all
enrolled VOs, information on whether they are
compliant or otherwise, and information on
VOs in accordance with the law. The design
also includes online enrolment applications and
submission of annual returns and accounts. To
assist VOs in online navigation and submission
of information, various guidelines and manuals
will be provided. Other sections in the website
include publications, news and guidelines on the
various services offered by the CVO Office.
Ad hoc research work on various aspects of the
voluntary sector was also carried out. Moreover,
printed and online media are screened on a daily
basis to keep up–to-date on the various activities
of the voluntary sector. Various actions were
taken as a result of such monitoring.
This report also highlights the important work
and activities carried out by the Malta Council
for the Voluntary Sector (henceforth, the
Council). During 2014, the 2nd Council ended
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its term in June and the new Council started
its term of office on the 1st of July. The report
describes the Council’s sub-committees, which
all did valuable work to offer various services to
support the voluntary sector. The Council worked
on various projects such as Training and Capacity
Building programme for administrators of VOs.
The Council also funded VOs for small projects
through the Small Initiatives Scheme. Another
important milestone for the Council was the
opening of the first volunteer centre in Valletta,
which houses the Council’s offices. Moreover
this centre offers facilities for VOs to hold their
meetings, seminars and training programmes.

As outlined above, the CVO Office, had a hectic
year to fulfil its obligations and regulate the
voluntary sector with very limited resources. This
third sector has its importance since it is connected
to people both at a local and a personal level. It
can empower people to fulfil their potential, as
well as creating active communities, adding to
the quality of life. This is reflected in the values
that define, support and sustain VOs. Moreover,
its focus is on the creation of social wealth, which
highlights the importance of the CVO office to
regulate and support this sector.

CHAPTER

2
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Overview
by the commissioner
Prof. Kenneth Wain
Commissioner
for Voluntary Organisations
The year 2014 was a busy one for the
Commissioner’s Office, as usual. An important
development was the recruitment of a new
member of staff, Ms. Antoniette Greta Grima,
to fill the post of a Research and Web Content
Officer, which had been long vacant. Ms. Grima
was immediately briefed and set to work on the
Commissioner’s project to create a new multipurpose website which is intended to make the
register of enrolled voluntary organisations more
accessible to the public, and beyond our shores.
The online availability of the register is required
in the interest of greater transparency and public
accountability in the operations of the organisations
enrolled. It is also designed to eventually enable
online registration, and the submission by the
organisations of their annual reports, and to serve
as a more sophisticated database of organisations.
The total overhaul of the current website will
speed up these procedures, reduce bureaucracy,
in line with Government policy, and economise on
office time. This project which is already designed
now only awaits the confirmation of the required
budget from the Ministry to proceed and be made
operable in 2015.
Meanwhile the other long term, ongoing, project
to introduce important amendments to the VOA, a
project which has been going through difficult times
over the past years, made significant progress over
the matter of the enrolment of church organisations
this year. The amendments include redrafting of
the current law to democratise the selection and
composition of the Council and to define better
its functions, to give the Commissioner powers

commensurate with his responsibility as regulator
of the voluntary sector. They will also render
enrolment with the Commissioner mandatory
for all VOs that qualify as such according to the
newly amended law. These and other important
changes to the law were agreed upon in draft
form with the Government and with the Council
in the latter part of the year and entered a process
of finalisation before eventually being presented
for parliamentary approval. The final part of this
process before this happens will be the publication
of a white paper for public consultation by the
Hon. Minister which is expected early in the year
2015.
The newly amended law will include changes
to Article 19 of the Act which will empower the
Commissioner to take direct action against noncompliant VOs without the cumbersome, timeconsuming, and expensive need to go to the
Administrative Review Tribunal first to seek its
permission to act against an organisation, with the
possibility of appeal on the organisation’s part.
The changes will enable the Commissioner to
address with speed and efficiency the worrying
back-log of organisations that are non-compliant
with Legal Notice 379 of 2012 on the submission
of annual returns and accounts by VOs or are in
breach of other aspects of the law. They will be
followed with amendments to Legal Notice 379
also designed to increase the accountability of
enrolled VOs in the light of the Office’s experience
with operating the present Legal Notice over 20132014. And with another legal notice besides, which
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is also in the final process of finalisation which will
regulate all manners of public collection by VOs,
also in the interest of proper public accountability.
Another Legal Notice which is also currently in
the final stages of preparation and which should
be published in 2015 will regulate the setting up
and operation of the charity shops that have been
cropping up in ever increasing numbers everywhere
in Malta and Gozo over the past years and that are
not currently recognised by any Maltese law.
The combination of these measures, and of these
subsidiary laws with the amendments to the main
law, is expected to ensure that the machinery for a
serious and operational regulatory framework for
VOs operating in Malta are in place. The ultimate
object of such regulation is, of course, mani-fold;
to ensure that the organisations are held properly
accountable to the general public which sustains
them with its taxes and donations, to ensure their
accountability to their own members by ensuring
that they operate according to their own charters
and statutes, to ensure for them the growth and
credibility that comes from serious administration.
The subsidiary laws will substantially increase
the responsibility and administrative work of this
Office. This factor, together with the fundamental
change to the main law requiring the mandatory
enrolment of all operational VOs with the
Commissioner, and which will see a considerable
increase in the number of enrolled organisations
with this office, will require new staff and an
appropriate budget. The case for both was made
with the Government towards the end of the
year. The amendments to the main law and the
subsidiary laws will also require a campaign to
ensure that they, and their purpose, are understood
and supported both by the general public and by
the VOs themselves. Many of the latter still need to
be convinced that a well-regulated and compliant
voluntary sector, where organisations are wellmanaged and are seen to operate transparently
and efficiently, is not a burden on the sector but
necessary to safeguard the public interest and in
the interest of the sector itself which will profit
from the public’s trust.

This year has also seen a decisive move towards
ensuring the effective separation of the
Commissioner’s Offices from those of the Council
which was hosted on its premises, by means of an
office and the deployment with it of a member
of staff, from its beginning until practically
until the end of 2014. At this time, on the 5th of
December, the Council opened its own premises
in Valletta. The forthcoming amendments to
the VOA will ensure the distinction of the two
entities legally by removing Article 35 (2&4) of
the present Act which makes the Commissioner
ex ufficio member of the Council and its Deputy
Chairperson. The amendments, as was stated
above, contemplate important specifications on
the appointment, composition, role, function,
and administration of the Council the profile of
which has grown over the past two years during
which it has partnered the Government in the
implementation of the latter’s policies for the
sector at all levels. The Government on its part,
has provided the Council with ample funds to
run the new VO centres, to organise specialised
training and support for voluntary organisations,
to implement its small projects grant schemes,
to network with the organisations, and so on.
This positive collaboration with the Council by
the Government has been very encouraging
for the sector. In general we are witnessing the
evolution of a model which inspires confidence
and will work well for the sector and for our
society as a whole. With a well-resourced
Commissioner’s office on the one hand to
regulate the sector and provide the kind of
assurances the public requires that the sector’s
funding from public money obtained from
Government schemes and direct donations, is
a worthwhile investment in civil society, and
an equally well resourced Council on the other
working directly with Government and the
sector to raise the operational standards of the
organisations and of volunteering in Malta and
Gozo in general, and to educate the general
public on volunteering laws and issues, working
together, the future augers well.

C h a p t e r
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Enrolment
of voluntary organisations

An important function of the CVO Office is to
assess applications for registration and to ensure
that only organisations that meet the legal test
for a VO status with the CVO office are enrolled.
Applications for Enrolment with the CVO have
kept a steady flow. In fact this year a total of 154
applications were submitted compared to the
153 applications that were submitted in the year
2013.
This brings the total of VOs that have applied
with the Commissioner since the CVO started its
operation in 2008, to 1068.
A total of 171 applications were submitted for
processing during 2014 as per hereunder:
• 17 applications carried forward from year
2013
• 154 applications received during year 2014
A breakdown of these applications is as follows:
• 128 organisations were fully enrolled (this
includes the 5 organisations that were
requested to submit further documents in
year 2013)
• 29 Organisations were requested to present
further documentations
• 1 application refused.
• 13 applications being processed (transferred
to 2015).

This shows that the CVO Office had another busy
year during 2014, during which 158 applications,
that is 92.4% of the total applications, were
processed.
• It is to be noted that 6 organisations closed
down and 4 organisations terminated their
enrolment with the CVO.

3.1 Certificates of Enrolment
Hereunder is the breakdown of Certificates of
Enrolment issued by the CVO Office on a monthly
basis during the year under review:
January .....................................................................15
February......................................................................8
March.........................................................................15
April............................................................................15
May..............................................................................9
June............................................................................12
July.............................................................................16
August.......................................................................18
September..................................................................6
October ..................................................................... 4
November ..................................................................6
December.................................................................. 4

3.2 Categories of
Enrolled Voluntary Organisation
All VOs are classified on registration according
to their social purpose with some organisations
falling under more than one classification.
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A breakdown of enrolled VOs by classifications required by the VOA as follows:
Classification

No. of VOs

Percentage of total VOs

213

19.94%

464 (Sports 89)

43.44%

Religion

049

4.58%

Health

169

15.82%

Social and Community

507

47.47%

441 (Band Clubs 80)

41.29%

121 (Animal Welfare 29)

11.32%

121

11.32%

No. of VOs

Percentage of total VOs

VOs from Gozo

77

7.20%

Youths

56

5.24%

Children

65

6.08%

University of Malta

11

1.02%

Philanthropy
Education and Sport

Culture, Arts and National Heritage
Environment and Animal Welfare
Promotion of Human Rights
Other Classifications

3.3 Cancellation of Applications
The Commissioner has cancelled 15 enrolment
applications of VOs to be enrolled with his office
after these organisations failed to submit further
documents as they were instructed by his office.
Two organisations have since then re-applied
for enrolment with the CVO and submitted the
correct documentations.

3.4 Replacement of Certificates
The CVO office continued on the project to replace
the old certificates issued since 2008, with new
Certificates of Enrolment. Unfortunately it had to
be temporarily suspended to those organisations
that failed to submit their annual returns and
annual accounts in accordance with Subsidiary
Legislation 492.01. The Commissioner will not
be replacing the old Certificate of Enrolment to
those organisations that are in default with this
legislation. The next step is that the Commissioner
initiates legal procedures against the default
organisations through the Administrative Review

Tribunal at the Law Courts to cancel their
enrolment with the CVO Office in terms of this
subsidiary legislation.

3.5 Administrative Review Tribunal
The Commissioner has so far taken six VOs to the
Administrative Review Tribunal at the Law Courts
for not submitting their annual returns for 2008
and 2009 in terms of the VO Act. The Court has
now decided on the last pending two cases and
gave instructions to the Commissioner to cancel
the enrolment of these organisations with the
CVO Office.
This Office has been working on those
organisations that have not submitted their
annual returns and correspondence with these
organisations has been ongoing. Finally the
Commissioner will have no other option but to
take the default organisations to this tribunal
to safeguard the interest of those organisations
that are being transparent and accountable in
their returns.

c h a p t e r
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Leading and Monitoring
Enrolled Voluntary Organisations

As expressed in the report for 2013, the
introduction of Subsidiary Legislation 492.01,
Voluntary Organisations enrolled with the CVO
Office are now legally bound to submit annual
returns including annual financial accounts in a
timely and accurate manner on a yearly basis.
The introduction of this Subsidiary Legislation
represented a new challenge for enrolled VOs
and more responsibility for the CVO Office both
as a sector regulator and even more as a leader
for enrolled VOs.
From the feedback obtained through various
discussions and meetings with administrators,
it transpired that many organisations have
encountered difficulties in compiling and
submitting documents in line with the new
Subsidiary Legislation. Taking into consideration
this important factor, the CVO office granted
extensions for submission of proper annual returns
and annual accounts to those organisations which
asked for reasonable extension periods supported
by valid reasons including the adoption of proper
internal policies and practices.
As in previous years, the CVO office continued
supporting and providing guidance to enrolled
organisations whilst carrying out monitoring
and control measures which must be carried out
in its function of promoting transparency and
accountability in the voluntary sector. The main
tasks forming part of this process include:

• Notifying enrolled VOs with continuous
reminders by email with informative material
and related templates for completion of a
annual returns
• Meetings with various organisations and their
representatives
• Advising VOs on compiling and submitting
annual returns in line with legislation.
• Investigating various issues arising from
analysis of annual returns and annual
accounts.
• Obtaining further clarifications on issues
for getting a better understanding of VOs
work, financial situation and eventually
leading them for being more transparent and
accountable
• Involved in development of new legislation
• Providing assistance and information to third
parties involved in managing or having other
related work with VOs
• Issued several final notices.

4.1 Problems encountered
As mentioned in previous reports issued by the
CVO Office, it is a known fact that the majority of
VOs enrolled with this Office, apply for enrolment
exclusively for being licensed and authorised
to collect funds from the public and from other
entities including the central government and EU.
The lack of submission of annual returns and
annual accounts is becoming a common practice
since from year to year, the percentage number
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of organisations submitting proper documents
is diminishing. It is also true that there is still a
considerable amount of administrators. Once
this report is entirely read, one may note that
this situation is due to various reasons. Initially,
one must consider the lack of ability and skills
of administrators especially in Category 1
organisations.
Meanwhile Category 2 and Category 3
organisations, have repeatedly stated that due to
financial constraints especially at year end, it is
being difficult to engage accounting professionals.
While many times accounting professionals
charge VOs at preferential rates, work carried out
for these organisations is being delivered late and
so do not enable them to submit annual accounts
punctually. It is good to note that the majority of
organisations having been granted extensions for
late submissions, are those organisations in need
of accounting professionals.
One should neither exclude the fact that this
Office is still encountering difficulties and at times
opposition from administrators in exercising its
right to obtain further information when and
where necessary as per Article 34 (1) of the VOA
as stated hereunder:
“The Commissioner may investigate the affairs
of any voluntary organisation at any time
and may demand, in writing, any relevant
information relating to the operation of a
voluntary organisation or any person involved
in the activities of a voluntary organisation, if
he has cause to believe that such information
is necessary in order to establish whether an
organisation is acting in compliance with the
provisions of this Act or any regulations made
there under.”
VOs need to understand more the importance of
being transparent and accountable by submitting
detailed financial and activity reports in which
clarity of activity carried out can be proven and
evidenced. This will lead to reduce the demand
for further information by the CVO Office.

4.2 Annual Returns in Figures
This section of the report provides a highlight of
the annual returns submitted during 2014 with
particular attention on the annual returns to be
submitted for financial year ending 31st December
2013. VOs enrolled before end September 2013
were legally bound to submit their annual returns
during 2014. VOs obliged to submit their annual
returns during 2014 amounted to 776; an increase
of 90 from previous year.
It is important to highlight that due to lack of time
and resources especially human resources, it was
not possible to record and take into consideration
the amount of extensions provided for those
organisations who have reached an agreement for
sending further information and/or documentation
as requested by this Office. It was neither possible to
record other pending issues regarding submissions
of annual returns. Moreover, it is good to highlight
the increase in number of annual returns which
need to be submitted on an annual basis from year
to year. This can be identified as explained in Figure
1.
The CVO Office has strived in reminding,
encouraging and assisting VOs to submit annual
returns and accounts punctually and correctly.
During 2014, the CVO Office has once again
concentrated its efforts not just to collect annual
returns for the year which has just ended but also
for those pertaining to previous years and this was
brought to the attention of administrators and
organisations in the reminders which had been
generated. During 2014 a total number of 450
annual returns were accepted/acknowledged by
this Office as per Figure 2.
Apart from the 450 acknowledged/approved annual
returns, the CVO Office issued 7 final notices and
returned another 79 sets of documents to various
organisations due to submission of documents
not compliant with Subsidiary Legislation 492.01
or due to lack of information provided which
could have enabled this office to understand
well whether the organisation would have been
compliant with the law. However, the CVO Office
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Figure 1 Number of Annual Returns (AR) to be submitted on a yearly basis
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Figure 2 Annual returns (AR) submitted per year
has allocated more time for meetings held with
various organisations and provided more feedback
than previous years. VOs who did not submit their
annual returns properly in past years especially
those in Category 2 and Category 3 have been also
granted extensions in order to submit their annual
returns for more than one year during 2015, even
for better compiling and submission of annual
accounts by accounting professionals.

As indicated in Figure 3, only 364 organisations
which submitted proper documents during
2013 have satisfied the criteria of this Office
and could have their annual returns approved
and acknowledged. This represents 47% of the
entire amount of annual returns which had to be
submitted and 12 less than those submitted for
year ending 31st December 2012.
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Figure 4, shows the number of annual returns
submitted by the CVO Office in comparison to
the number of annual returns which had to be
submitted during the same period (pending)
according to Category.

returns. The introduction of Subsidiary Legislation
492.01, has made this task even more demanding,
since organisations are now legally bound to
submit these documents. Unfortunately not
all VOs have complied and accepted to submit
the correct returns and are finding it difficult
to adopt this legislation as part of their ethical
duties and organisational culture. Like in previous
years, it seems that enrolment for most of VOs is
associated with the acquisition of funds and this
practice needs to be changed as soon as possible.

4.3 Conclusion
As one may note especially from Figure 1 in
the previous section, the CVO Office is facing a
tougher job each year for the collection of annual

23
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Figure 3 Total Annual Returns acknowledged for period ending December 2013 per Category
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Figure 4 Total Annual Returns submitted vs Annual Returns pending according to Category
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The proposed amendments of the VOA and its
subsidiary legislation will give more powers to
the Commissioner to act against such defaulters.
Meanwhile it is important to note that 2015 will
be a more challenging year for this Office since the
amendments to the VOA will oblige this Office to
control and report suspicious transactions related
to money laundering and funding of terrorism. A
revision of the legislation and an increase in more
manpower are surely required for this Office
to cope with the increase in workload related
to enrolment of VOs and monitoring/control
obligations.
It is important to realise that one main intention
of the CVO Office is that of improving the quality
of enrolled VOs, by offering the best support

possible whilst keeping its role as a regulator.
For this reason, training has been provided
during 2014 in the field of money laundering
and funding of terrorism while next year, more
specialised training in the field of auditing
will be provided. Next year, discussions with
other entities including the Inland Revenue
Department will be held in order to further
regularise more the submission of financial
accounts while improving cooperation with
bodies and interested parties.
Further education and training aimed to
regularise the sector, changing the behaviour
and culture of those VOs not yet abiding to
legislation must be an ongoing process. Only the
efforts from all stakeholders involved can lead
to the final desired result of a win win situation.
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Research
and Web Content

In Malta volunteering has a long informal
tradition, however it is only recently that it
has been formally recognised and regulated.
This together with a scarcity of local published
material on the subject, highlights the important
role research has to play within the sector.
Research allows us to glean an understanding of
the undercurrents shaping the sector, the impact
of policies and practices both direct and indirect,
the affects of new developments both locally and
abroad and to assess the health and state of the
sector. It is through research that we can pave the
road ahead and provide the best practices and
measures.
Information on the local scene is obtained daily
through the screening of printed and online
media. The office is also kept updated on the
scene abroad through its online and magazine
subscriptions such as the Civil Society Magazine,
made available in the CVO library.

5.1 Library
The library has been steadily growing since its
inception in 2010. It includes books on NGO
administration, governance, finances, marketing,
fundraising, management and the general
voluntary sector amongst others. Over the years
the library has also assimilated various reports
and surveys along with student dissertations and
published material from the VOs themselves.
During 2015, the CVO will be enlarging the library
with the addition of several new books on topics
such as:
• Non-profit organisation theory, management
and policy
• European third sector policy
• Third sector research
• International and national linkages of civil
society
• Social media for non-profits
• The non-profit and voluntary sector
• A dictionary of terms and concepts for the
voluntary sector

Over the years the library has
also assimilated various reports
and surveys along with student
dissertations and published
material from the VOs themselves.
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5.2 ISTR Membership
2015 will be the year in which the CVO Office
is planning to become a full member of the
International Society for the Third Sector (ISTR).
The ISTR is an internationally acclaimed society
and membership has several benefits including:
• An online and printed subscription to the
renowned ISTR journal Voluntas
• The Society’s quarterly newspaper
• Access to the Voluntary Sector Review, one of
the top journals for non-for-profit research
• Access to the biannual ISTR international
conference and several workshops and
meetings organised by the organisation
throughout the year
The above publications will definitely be a very
important asset for office’s library and research.
The availability of such publications will also be
of benefit to local NGOs who are encouraged
to take advantage of their availability. The
journals will also tackle the current local lacuna
of scholarly articles and papers on the voluntary
sector and will provide an opportunity of
academic discussion and enrichment. This will in
turn improve the quality of the research carried
out by this Office and provide for better policies
and approaches which will in turn support a
healthier local voluntary sector founded on the
latest principles and proven theories of social
science.

5.3 Website
Another aspect of the CVO Office‘s that will be
receiving a major overhaul in 2015 will be the
Office’s online presence. The current website
needs to be updated, modernised and made
accessible to reduce bureaucracy, increase
transparency and efficiency. This past year a
blueprint for a new website has been designed
and will be implemented once the necessary
procedures are in place. The CVO office together
with the Information Management Unit of the
Ministry for Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs
and Civil Liberties, will be working on compiling a

business plan for this project at the beginning of
next year, and will be issuing a call for tenders to
web designers, scheduled for early 2015.

Online Register Page
The CVO’s new website will give a background
to the workings and procedures of the CVO’s
office, information on the Commissioner’s work,
and shed light on the Office’s ongoing research.
Perhaps more importantly however, the new
website will provide an easy and accessible way
to view all enrolled organisations, both compliant
and defaulting organisations in an online register
that is easily searchable.

Comments, Contact Us and
Investigations Pages
The new website will also include a Contact us,
Complaint or comment section, where members
of the public or VOs can easily reach out to the
office of the CVO and draw the Commissioner’s
attention to irregularities or suspicions that
might warrant an investigation. This section will
compliment another aspect of the new website
that will deal with past and ongoing investigations.
The CVO Office hopes that this new addition to
the website will also allow the Office to improve
on the service provided to its customers.

Organisational Profile
Other planned updates include an online services
section which will allow VOs to apply, submit
and pay their registration fee online. This section
will take the shape of a secure online profile or
an Organisational Portal that each individual VO
can register for. This will allow the VOs to manage
their virtual profile, data and benefit from the
new online services anywhere and at anytime.

Online Submissions Page
In line with this theme, VOs will also be able to
submit their annual returns through an Online
Submission Portal. This system will only allow
for the submission of complete annual returns
and any incomplete forms will be rejected, hence
acting as a time saving strategy for both the
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CVO officers and the VOs themselves, reducing
bureaucracy and increasing efficiency.

New Voluntary Organisations and
Managing your Organisation Pages
The new website will also serve to promote and
provide knowledge and remote help to VOs
with the ‘New Voluntary Organisations’ and the
‘Managing Your Organisation’ pages. These pages
are completely devoted to helping both new and
older VOs to navigate the processes of starting a
new VO and/or managing their organisation by
applying principles of good governance. These
pages will provide manuals, guidelines and step
by step help amongst others on topics such:
• registering a new organisation,
• benefits of registration,
• the deregistration process,
• dealing with risk and risk management,
• ethics,
• good governance,
• conflict of interest,
• annual returns,
• fraud, fundraising and financial matters and
responsibilities

Publications, Forms and FAQ Pages
In conjunction with this theme the new website
will also include a Publications, Forms and
Guidance section that will provide information on
VO legislation such as the VOA and a Frequently
Asked Questions section that will tackle common
problems and enquiries. This section will also
provide users with downloadable versions of all
the CVO’s office forms and guidance and support
documentation. The Office’s annual reports,
studies and research reports as well as statistics
on the voluntary sector will also be made
available here. This will be complimented by
another aspect of this section, which will provide
information on the Office’s library and a list of the
publications, books and journals available therein.
Past publications will also be downloadable and
available online through the Archives subsection
nestled within the Publications, forms and
guidance section.

News And Updates Page
All these new additions will be complimented by
a News and Updates section and a bulk mailing
system that will allow for efficient and reliable
communication with all enrolled organisations.
To further ease access and facilitate
communication between different age and social
groups, the new website will also link to the
CVO’s social media channels to reach a broader
spectrum of audiences. In conjunction with this
feature the CVO Office plans on increasing its
social media outreach by registering an account
on twitter and updating its Facebook profile to
reflect the growing realities of the sector. This
outreach towards new social media outlets will
be carefully monitored and will be in line with
the government’s social media policy once this
becomes available.

5.4 Collaboration with NSO
This year the Commissioner reopened discussions
with the NSO to pick up once again the
collaboration between the two. The focus was
on carrying out a nationwide research project on
volunteering that would cover all aspects of this
sector in the Maltese Islands. The scope behind
the research project was to glean an updated
cross sectional view of the sector, its beneficiaries
and its workers both in terms of voluntary and
paid staff. This information is a necessary aide
to the Commissioner, policy makers and other
stakeholders to reach a better understanding
of the sector, identify trends and highlight
the necessary measures to draw out the best
outcomes for the voluntary sector as a whole.
Despite the highly important nature of the
research and the completion of all foundation
work, this research has been postponed once
again due to the difficulties met by the NSO,
including staff shortage and other pressing EU
deadlines.
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5.5 The new VO classification
A new classification of VO’s and their principal
purpose is in the process of being implemented
throughout the CVO’s database. This step was
necessary when it became clear that the previous
classification’s limits had been exhausted and
could no longer adequately distinguish and
classify the growing number of registered VOs.
The new VO classification is based on the
International Classification of Non-Profit
Organisations (INCPO). This classification has
been developed by the Johns Hopkins Centre for
Civil Society Studies and the United Nations. The
INCPO has been rigorously researched and tested
out in several countries with different stages
of voluntary sector development and yielded
positive results throughout.
This classification is also endorsed by the
International Labour Organisation (ILO) and its
adoption will have several benefits for the Maltese
voluntary sector. With the implementation of the
INCPO the CVO will modernise and standardise
the local sector to international levels. This
would allow the Commissioner to compare the
local voluntary sector with that of other foreign
countries both at European and International
level, set yard sticks and targets and improve
on policies, regulations and assistance for the

local VOs. The new classification will also allow
the CVO Office to collect better data and hence
conduct better research, with reproducible
results.
The endorsement of a new classification naturally
produces the need for new VO categories to be
established. These new categories have been
included in the latest legal amendments proposed
by the CVO Office.

5.6 Other activities
The office of the CVO has also been busy
with several on the side research projects
commissioned directly by the Commissioner.
These projects mainly look at how foreign
countries deal with particular issues vis-a-vis
the third sector and explore the possibility and
impact of the introduction of similar practices
and policies locally.
The commissioner has also introduced the
practice of keeping a new database with all nonenrolled VOs. The idea behind this new practice
is to keep records for statistical and research
purposes. This new database will provide as much
as possible an indication of the state of voluntary
sector as a whole, rather than a restricted focus
on enrolled VOs.
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Researching
THE PARTICIPATION OF OLDER MALTESE
PEOPLE IN THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR
It is a known fact that the percentage of
people reaching an older age is constantly
increasing. For older people the ageing process
is generally accompanied by a transition in social
and economic roles, which is often treated,
erroneously, as a move from a productive role
to a non-productive or dependent one. Engaging
older adults through meaningful volunteer
activities is one way in promoting wellness while
also realising benefits for voluntary organisations
and their valuable work.
Good practice in older
volunteering
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Benefits
As a result of volunteering, older persons
experience improved levels of self-confidence
and self-esteem, better physical health and
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In order to study volunteering among older
people by means of which age can be turned into
a resource, the Office of the Commissioner for
Voluntary Organisations, in collaboration with the
Parliamentary Secretariat for Rights of Persons
with Disability and Active Ageing, commissioned
Dr. Marvin Formosa, senior lecturer at the
European Centre for Gerontology, University of
Malta, to conduct a research investigation on the
state of older persons engaged in volunteering in
Malta.
Older persons are a key resource for volunteering
and this study examined patterns of volunteering
in later life, that will hopefully lead towards
social policy measures, that if implemented, will
function to strengthen the contributions of older
volunteers.

6.1 General view on older persons
The general view in Malta is that older persons
comprise a key burden on Maltese financial
and social resources. However, older people
are responsible for major economic and social
contributions towards societies. Caring for
dependent and sick individuals is mostly done by
older people, with the average number of minutes
per day spent in providing such care increasing
exponentially with age. Older persons are also
increasingly taking care of their grandchildren,
sometimes even for whole days, as more mothers
are taking on full-time occupations and careers.
Furthermore, there can be no doubt that the
‘new’ spending patterns of older persons have
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uncover its benefits to wider society and individual
volunteers, and discuss how older volunteerism can
be strengthened through public policy. The nonprofit or third sector is a significant component
of institutional life and has a central role in civil
society.

become crucial to a healthy economic climate.
Last but not least, one can never overemphasise
the economic and social contributions older
people bring to society through volunteering.
Indeed, volunteer work is a mainstay of Maltese
society, and contributes in substantial ways to
society’s productive output.

6.2 Goal of Research Project
Nowadays, older volunteers are viewed as a
valuable resource, a reliable and experienced
labour pool. Older volunteers work with a range
of people ranging from prisoners to abused and
neglected children, and in diverse settings such
as day care centres and schools. These activities
do not only contribute towards wider socioeconomic benefits but also serve to improve the
quality of older people’s lives.
The goal of this research project is precisely to
explore the extent of older volunteering in Malta,

The importance of conducting this research study
emerged as the result of three key aspects. First,
the initiative of the EU to designate 2011 as the
European Year for Volunteering. Secondly, the lack
of research data available on older volunteers in
Malta, and finally, the fact that the year 2012 was
designated by the EU as the European Year for
Active Ageing and Solidarity between Generations.
This project aimed to explore and analyse the state
of older volunteerism in Malta. In an attempt to
meet this strategic goal, this study was directed by
five key objectives:
• Key demographics and determinants of older
volunteering. One objective was to uncover
the demographics of older volunteerism:
which sectors of older people are more or
less willing to volunteer? How do age, marital
status, social capital, income and past/present
occupational status, education attainment
and qualifications, subjective health status,
and geographical residence affect older
volunteerism?
• Volume and nature of volunteer work in
later life. The study asked: do people start
volunteering more after they retire from paid
employment? What is the average amount of
hours spent in volunteering every week? Is the
voluntary service formal (arranged through
an organisation) or informal (arranged by
individuals)? Does the activity require a
regular time commitment? What is the nature
of the activity?
• Motivations. A third objective was to discern
the motivations that inspire and encourage
older volunteerism: how do volunteers explain
their motivations? Do people understand their
motivations? Do younger and older persons
volunteer for the same or different reasons?
Why are some more willing to volunteer than
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•

•

others? In what ways does religion provide a
spiritual rationale for volunteering?
Barriers. A fourth objective was to uncover
and highlight those barriers faced by older
adults in their pursuit of taking part in
volunteer activities: what extent do low
income, lower level of education, time
commitment, financial constraints, lack of
volunteering opportunities that are both
appealing and flexible, caring responsibilities,
and unwelcome organisational cultures
preclude older volunteers for volunteering?
Social policy. A final task consisted in
developing social policy strategies to recruit
and support older persons as volunteers,
in urban and rural/remote areas, both
now and in later years when they retire or
change their work practices. This objective
involved forwarding effective programme
designs that recruit, manage, and retain
older volunteers, which in turn lead to higher
levels of social cohesion, social equity, and
social inclusion.

6.3 Publication of the Research Study
This research study was launched during a
seminar held on the 5th of July 2014, at Dar
L-Ewropa, Valletta, organised by the CVO
Office in collaboration with the Parliamentary
Secretariat for Rights of Persons with Disability
and Active Ageing. Hon. Minister Helena Dalli,
Minister for Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs
and Civil Liberties and Hon. Justyne Caruana,
Parliamentary Secretary for Rights of Persons
with Disability and Active Ageing opened the
seminar after an introduction by Prof. Kenneth
Wain, CVO Commissioner. Various speakers
made a presentation on the captioned subject
after which a discussion with present participants
was held on issues related to older people in
volunteering.
During this seminar speakers highlighted that this
research study will aim to act as an important
catalyst in creating an enabling environment

for older volunteerism in Malta, improve the
quality of older volunteering, recognising the
volunteering efforts of older persons, and finally,
raising awareness about the value and importance
of volunteering in later life.
This goal is presented in nine parts of the
published study. Subsequent to the introductory
piece, the second and third sections of the study
give an overview of the concepts of ageing and
older volunteerism. The fourth section presents
a brief synopsis of the research designs guiding
the empirical part of this study. The fifth and
sixth sections present the data of the empirical
project, focusing on the determinants of older
volunteering in Malta, and the motivations and
barriers involved. The seventh and eight sections
report on the benefits of older volunteering
and what constitutes good practice in older
volunteering. The final section brings the report
to a close by recommending policy strategies for
improved levels of older volunteering in Malta.

6.4 Conclusions of the Research Study
In implementing policy on older volunteering in
Malta, there is a pressing need for the implantation
of a number of policies and strategies that
promote and support older volunteering.
Encouraging the participation of older adults in
volunteering involves two distinct processes,
first the setting of policy recommendations, and
secondly the implementation of strategic actions.

6.5 Policy recommendations
National Level. The volunteering of older people,
and its irreplaceable value for a vital voluntary
sector and for the cohesion of society as a
whole, should be recognised at a national level.
The Maltese government is called upon to draw
attention to the key potential that productive
ageing has in improving the quality of life of
older persons and Maltese society in general. It
is vital that the government records formally the
guiding values, principles and ethics for older
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volunteering, take concrete actions to promote
volunteering among older adults whilst removing
legal and administrative obstacles, and encourage
the development of voluntary activities for all
age groups based on greater solidarity between
generations. Such a standpoint is also to (i)
recognise the importance of volunteering, (ii)
provide mechanisms to exchange information,
experience and good practice on the opportunities
that exist, and (iii), foster the active participation
of older volunteers in developing and shaping
their environment as a means to promote
social cohesion. The provision of training for the
management and development of voluntary
activity amongst older people is also to be
highlighted. At the same time, funds allocated to
programmes that promote and strengthen the
voluntary sector are to focus more on motivating
and integrating new groups of older people (such
as vulnerable groups and people at risk of social
exclusion).
Local Councils. Regional and local authorities
should play an important role in facilitating
older volunteering. This can be done by (i)
putting in place policies and measures that
encourage older volunteering, (ii) providing
information on volunteering opportunities, and
fostering training for older volunteers and those
coordinating/managing activities, (iii) minimising
the bureaucratic and financial constraints
that volunteer organisations face, (iv) tangibly
supporting older volunteering as a way to promote
healthy ageing and social inclusion of older
individuals, and (v), ensuring that volunteers are
valued but that they are not exploited as cheap
labour to replace professional services. It is also
necessary that local councils play an important
role in enabling and supporting older volunteering
by developing support structures, providing space,
offering public relations and providing basic
financial support. On a more practical level, local
councils are called upon to encourage and fund
older volunteering programmes in their regions,
whilst also serving as a local hub for effective
cooperation between stakeholders if initiatives

and measures are to be sustainable (for example,
by organising information sessions and occasions
where organisations offering volunteering
placements and prospective volunteers can
meet, or by promoting the creation of social
partnerships).
Voluntary Organisations. Civil society should
put pressure to ensure that policies relating to
volunteer organisations do not discriminate
against older adults (for example, by assessing
their practices for deep-seated assumptions about
older volunteers capacities and interests). Older
volunteers need to be encouraged by stressing
the value of their contribution, the mutual
benefits to be gained by their participation and by
the tailoring of activities according to individual
strengths, commitment and availability. Older
people’s organisations and volunteer-based
organisations should be involved in the definition,
development and implementation of policies
promoting volunteering at all ages.
Academia. Academic and education institutions
play a central role in facilitating, supporting
active ageing and older volunteering. However,
at present there is limited academic research
on older volunteering, and in this regard higher
education institutions in Malta are called upon
to research the number of older volunteers
and their contribution to society, introduce
intergenerational volunteering programmes in
schools and universities, and develop tools to
certify competences and skills acquired through
informal learning and volunteering (therefore,
granting public recognition to informal learning
and competences acquired through volunteering).
It is also warranted that academic centres,
especially those specialising in gerontology and
lifelong learning collaborate in education and
training of volunteers by disseminating a positive
image of older volunteers.
Online Bank. One needs to take advantage
of the digital revolution which includes new
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social networking technologies that connect
individuals at a very rapid pace. The function
of an online database is to match retirees with
local volunteer opportunities, as well as second
careers in teaching, public service and non-profit
service. This platform will combine a volunteer
management system, enabling organisations to
communicate with and manage their volunteers,
with a portal website providing information
for individuals and companies about how to
get involved with their local community and
voluntary organisations.

6.6 Strategic recommendations
Recruit participation in older volunteering by
older persons who are ageing actively. Older
adults who are ageing actively attend community
centres, go to the cinema, restaurants, theatres,
and libraries, as well as spending extensive time
with family, friends, and acquaintances. Hence,
the most efficient recruitment strategies will
involve locating new volunteers in such places
through more effective and efficient advertising.
Focus on the possibilities of volunteering in PreRetirement Programmes. There is a real urgency
in planning and carrying out learning programmes
for who will be retiring in the subsequent years.
A component in such learning programmes
must focus on ‘volunteering’. Volunteering is to
be presented as an interesting and constructive
way to spend time in later life. Facilitators should
present learners with the vast range of volunteer
organisations in which one can volunteer during
retirement.
Advertise volunteering as a means of selfactualisation rather than as a form of unpaid
work. Running counter to the general emphasis
on paid work, an educational campaign on
volunteering is warranted, one which presents
this activity as a way to make new friends, do
something worthwhile, and achieve personal
fulfilment and growth.

Make more efficient and effective of the mass
and social media. Older persons tend to watch
television and listen to radio more than any other
younger cohort and generation.
The mass media should be used to inform older
adults of the benefits of volunteering and the
kinds of positions available. At the same time,
older adults are no exception to digital citizenship,
and many hold online accounts in social media
ranging from Facebook to Twitter.
Design volunteer roles that do not necessitate
high levels of education. As people who are
more educated, younger and in better health
tend to participate more actively in volunteering
opportunities, there is a need to ascertain
that there are available roles for people who
might be in relatively poorer health and in lowincome brackets by offering transportation,
reimbursement for travel and free lunches.

6.7 Key Conclusions
The goal of this project was to study the
demographics and determinants of older
volunteering, volume and nature of volunteer
work in later life, conduct an analysis of
motivations, barriers and institutional capacity
concerning older volunteering in Malta. Key
conclusions include:
Key demographics and determinants of
older volunteering. Typical older volunteers
are married and living with their spouse, have
vertically extended families that include children
and grandchildren, and above all, enjoy higherthan-average levels of educational attainment/
qualification, health and income. Although both
older men and women engage in volunteer
activities, older men volunteer for longer hours
when compared to female peers.
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Volume and nature of volunteer work in later
life. A significant percentage of respondents
engaged in volunteer activities in ‘social work
activities without accommodation’, performed
an ‘an active role in organisation’s activities’,
whilst volunteered about three to four hours
per week. The majority of older volunteers were
already engaged in volunteering activities before
reaching their 60th birthday, although for not
more than 5 years.
Motivations. The study found that the majority
of respondents were motivated to engage in
volunteerism by a ‘wish to improve society’,
‘wanting to help the less fortunate’, ‘meeting
people and make friends’, and ‘to feel a useful
member of society’ - in that respective order. In
addition, the study identified seven categories of
motivations to volunteer in later life: altruistic,
ideological, egoistic, social relationship, leisuretime, and personal growth.
Barriers. The study found that the key barriers
to older volunteerism, as perceived by the older
volunteers themselves, are far from age, health
problems, and income levels. Indeed, barriers
ranged from ‘pressing work/family needs’, ‘finding

time’, because it ‘reduced personal time with
family’, ‘volunteer work is not always interesting’,
to ‘making up the lost time in volunteering’ - in
that respective order.
Benefits. Respondents credit their engagement
in voluntary activities to bestow them with a
range of benefits - namely, ‘sense that they are
making a useful contribution’, ‘willingness to try
new things’, ‘the sense that I have things to look
forward to’, ‘confidence in their own abilities’,
and their ‘self-esteem’. Others also reported
an improvement in their skills development
including an ‘ability to lead and encourage
others’, and an ‘ability to work as part of a team’.
Social Policy. On the basis of data, the study
forwarded a number of policy and action
strategies - at national, local, and community
levels - to increase the number of older
volunteers. Strategic recommendations included
expanding participation by older persons who
are ageing actively, presenting volunteering as
an option in Pre-retirement Programmes, and
advertising volunteering as a means of selfactualisation rather than as a form of unpaid
work.
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Public Appearances
And MEETINGS

The Commissioner and CVO staff attended several meetings and participated in various seminars,
training programmes and other activities. A selection of events is listed hereunder:

Date

Event Description

2nd
January
2014

The Commissioner was interviewed on the Public Broadcasting Services’ TV programme
TVAM, on the various aspects of his role and the work carried out at the CVO Office.
He was also interviewed on his write-up of the 2012 Annual Report

29th
January
2014

The Commissioner and CVO Officers attended the Volunteer Award Ceremony,
organised by the Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector at Dar L-Ewropa. The Awards
were presented by Mr. Joseph Camilleri, Permanent Secretary in the Ministry for
Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties accompanied by Mr. Robert Farrugia,
Chairperson of the Council. The organisations that placed in the first three places were
given a monetary contribution which will go towards a project which is undertaken by
their organisation. The National Volunteer Award was awarded as follows: First place:
Ms Sylvia Ebejer, from Mission Fund, Second place: Ms. Jessie Ebejer, from St. Jeanne
Antide Foundation and third place: Mr Joseph Cilia from Hospice Malta. The Council
established the National Volunteer Award in order to recognise the important work
carried out by those who volunteer with VOs to contribute towards the rewarding
and recognising achievements gained in volunteering activities. Moreover it raises
awareness of the value and importance of volunteering, honour those men and
women who, for no material gain, dedicate themselves to help others or work for a
cause, and to raise public awareness of the crucial role volunteers play in our society
and therefore should be encouraged and supported.

18th
February
2014

CVO staff member attended a three day course on the Key Legislative and
Administrative Issues Affecting the Public Service, which gave an overview on the
provisions of the Public Administration Act.
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4th
March
2014

The Commissioner was interviewed by Mr. Patrick Tabone from Think-Tank. This
organisation has embarked on writing a report which assesses the first ten years of
Malta’s accession to the EU. Mr. Tabone who is the lead author of this report, was able
to see the effect of Malta’s accession at first hand both in the run-up to accession and
when he was the Chef de Cabinet to Malta’s first EU Commissioner. He is therefore
well qualified to bring an objective and knowledgeable eye to bear on this important
subject. Mr. Tabone embarked on a series of interviews with key players in Malta’s EU
journey. The aim of this interview with the Commissioner was to ask his advice and
views on this pivotal event in Malta’s history with particular emphasis on the impact
on civil society and what the future holds for Malta in the EU.

18th
March
2014

CVO staff member attended a three day course on Market analysis and Public
Procurement at Pricewaterhouse Cooper training academy. This course helped to
understand better the public procurement process in order to render it more effective.
It focused on the need to look at procurement strategically, on generating as much
competition as possible for the procurement requirements of the public sector, on how
to use various techniques that serve as a basis for the preparation of appropriate terms
of reference and on how to draft technical specifications that meet the requirements
of the public entity / department

12th
May
2014

CVO staff member attended the launch of the Student Placement Programme (SPP)
2014 at MITA Data Centre, Santa Venera. Hon. Dr. Jose’ Hererra, Parliamentary
Secretary for Competitiveness and Economic Growth, and the Hon. Chris Agius,
Parliamentary Secretary for Research, Innovation, Youth and Sport made an address.
The SPP initiative provides a temporary summer work placement for students following
ICT and ICT-related studies. The main objectives are to give students the much needed
on-the-job experience whilst employers (including NGOs) can benefit from a fresh
dose of enthusiasm and creativity that young talent can bring in. CVO Office and MITA
agreed to collaborate on the sharing of Data to check eligibility of applicants who wish
to work with NGOs, in accordance with the VOA. The Council will be promoting SPP
by disseminating the information to NGOs.

5th
July
2014

The CVO Office in collaboration with the Parliamentary Secretariat for Rights of
Persons with Disability and Active Ageing organised a seminar to launch the research
study by Dr. Marvin Formosa on “The Participation of Maltese Older People in the
Voluntary Sector” at Dar L-Ewropa. Hon. Minister Helena Dalli, Minister for Social
Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties and Hon. Justyne Caruana, Parliamentary
Secretary for Rights of Persons with Disability and Active Ageing opened the seminar
after an introduction by Prof. Kenneth Wain, CVO Commissioner. Various speakers
made a presentation on the captioned subject after which a discussion with present
participants was held on issues related to older people in volunteering.
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The Participation of Maltese Older People in the Voluntary Sector Seminar

10th
July
2014

Two CVO staff members attended a workshop on SharePoint software. During this
workshop the SharePoint software facilities and its applicability were demonstrated
to participants.

24th
July
2014

The Commissioner had a meeting with the Hon. Roderick Galdes, Parliamentary
Secretary for Agriculture, Fisheries and Animal Rights regarding the Animal Welfare
Fund which forms part of the Electoral Manifesto.

30th
July
2014

CVO staff member attended a round table seminar at the Ministry for Social
Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties on Simplification of Bureaucracy. This
was organised by the Office of the Commissioner for Simplification and Reduction of
Bureaucracy with the aim of gathering stakeholders and explain the tools used by this
Office. The conference was addressed by Hon. Anthony Agius Decelis, Commissioner
for the Simplification of Bureaucracy, Hon. Minister Michael Farrugia, Minister for
the Family and Social Solidarity and Hon. Carmelo Abela. During this conference,
presentations were held on the work done so far on Simplification of Bureaucracy. An
open floor discussion was held on the subject.

19th
August
2014

The Commissioner was interviewed by Mr. Yendrick Cioffi of Newsbook, on volunteering
and the situation of the voluntary sector in Malta.
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24th
September
2014

CVO Staff member attended the second round table seminar on Simplification of
Bureaucracy, held at the Ministry for Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil
Liberties. Hon. Minister Helena Dalli, Minister for Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs
and Civil Liberties addressed the seminar, together with Hon. Carmelo Abela and Hon.
Anthony Agius Decelis, Commissioner for the Simplification of Bureaucracy. They
highlighted the work carried out and the future strategy. An open discussion was held
with participants.

15th
October
2014

MITA in collaboration with the Information Management Unit of the Ministry for
Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties, organised a road show at MITA
Data Centre in Santa Venera. CVO staff member attended this road show which was
addressed by Hon. Minister Helena Dalli, Minister for Social Dialogue, Consumer
Affairs and Civil Liberties. MITA Officials made various presentations, on the MITA
corporate background, digital media, Smart City MITA Innovation Hub, EU funding
opportunities in relation to ICT and eParticipation. Delegates were invited for a visit at
the MITA Data Center and their Call Center.

4th
November
2014

The Commissioner was interviewed on TVAM on the various aspects of his role and
the work carried out at the CVO Office. He was also interviewed on his write-up of the
2013 Annual Report

6th
November
2014

The Commissioner, was invited to participate in the current affairs programme
Newsfeed on Net TV, together with Mr. Nathan Farrugia, Chairperson,of the Council
and Mr. Renald Zerafa from Puttinu Cares. The topics discussed included, the role of
the CVO Office, the role of the Council, fundraising in general, the status of the Malta
Community Chest Fund and the impact on the voluntary sector regarding the tax
rebate given to businesses when donating funds to the Malta Community Chest Fund.

19th
November
2014

The Commissioner had a meeting with Mr. Joseph De Wolk, Director of Inspirasia
Foundation (South East Asia). The aim of the meeting was to explore the area of
philanthropy in Malta especially from the grant maker’s perspective. He wishes to set
up a forum of philanthropists in Malta, especially those involved in business who could
donate to charity.

1st
December
2014

The CVO office collaborated with The Malta Communications Authority to hold
the eBiz Award held at the Mediterranean Conference Centre. One of these awards
is presented to a web design company that works with a voluntary organisation to
develop its website. An award was presented to Ms. Claudia Taylor-East for the website
Kellimni.com by CVO official, Ms. Marika Farrugia. The MCA eBiz awards are singled
out as a unique annual event of its kind in Malta because it is the only award that
acknowledges the use of technology in the entrepreneurial efforts of individuals and
organisations. These awards bring together talented ICT professionals to recognise
innovative and unique business initiatives that blend web-based technologies with
entrepreneurial flair. In particular, these awards seek to promote adoption and
innovation in ICT applications in the ever-more growing eBusiness domain and create
awareness about the potential of web-based technologies to spur economic growth
and social development.
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these awards seek
to promote adoption
and innovation in
ICT applications in
Organisations

Presentation of the eBiz Award for website, Kellimni.com

5th
December
2014

The Commissioner and staff attended the opening of the Council’s new NGO Hub
in Valletta which will also house its Offices. Hon. Minister Helena Dalli, Minister for
Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties, opened this centre. Mr. Nathan
Farrugia, Chairperson of the Council, also made an address. This centre will be used by
NGOs to hold meetings, presentations and training sessions.

6th
December
2014

The Commissioner attended a consultative meeting with the general public entitled
“Gvern li Jisma’ “ held by the Ministry for Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil
Liberties at St. George’s Square in Valletta. Chairpersons, Commissioners and Head of
Entities falling within this Ministry attended this meeting, and made an address on the
work carried out by the units they head. This meeting was addressed by Hon. Minister
Helena Dalli, Minister for Social Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties.

c h a p t e r
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Financial statements

The CVO Office is funded by the Government and this year’s budget was €60,000. It covers all the
CVO’s operating and administration expenses together with the Commissioner’s honoraria and Legal
Consultancy fees.

Budget 2014
Office Needs ..................................................................................................................................... €21,478.47

Personal Emoluments of line Item 6788
Staff Salaries ......................................................................................................................................... €100,169
Commissioner’s Honoraria .................................................................................................................. €25,183

Professional Fees
Legal Advisers Fees ............................................................................................................................ €9,554.41
Court Registry Fees .............................................................................................................................. €868.50

Income
Enrolment Fees ........................................................................................................................................€5,428
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Malta Council
for the Voluntary Sector
Annual Report 2014
The Composition of the Council
The 2nd Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector
ended its term on the 30th June 2014. Up till this
date the Council was composed of the following
members:
• Mr. Robert Farrugia - Chairperson
• Prof. Kenneth Wain - Vice Chairperson
(ex officio)
• Mr. Ian Azzopardi - Member
• Ms. Romina Baldwin - Member
(Govt. rep. as of 1st September 2013)
• Ms. Doris Bingley - Member
• Mr. Nathan Farrugia - Member
• Perit Anthony Fenech Vella - Member
• Ms. Louise Gusman - Member
• Ms. Miriam Muscat - Member
• Ms. Claudia Taylor-East - Member
• Mr. Lawrence Farrugia - Member
• Mr. Mauro Pace Parascandalo Executive Secretary and Secretary
to the Council
The 3rd Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector
started its new term of office on the 1st July 2014.
The new Council was composed of the following
members:
• Mr. Nathan Farrugia - Chairperson
• Prof. Kenneth Wain - Vice Chairperson
(ex officio)
• Mr. Ian Azzopardi - Member
• Ms. Romina Baldwin - Member
(Government representative)
• Ms. Doris Bingley - Member
• Ms. Gertrude Buttigieg - Member

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Noel Camilleri - Member
Mr. Edward Gruppetta - Member
Mr. Ryan Mercieca - Member
(resigned on the 1st of December 2014)
Ms. Gemma Sirol - Member
Ms. Claudia Taylor-East - Member
Mr. Mauro Pace Parascandalo Executive Secretary and Secretary
to the Council

The Council Subcommittees and Boards
In the first half of the year the Council had
four subcommittees namely the Training
Subcommittee, composed of Council members
Mr. Nathan Farrugia, Mr. Ian Azzopardi and
Ms. Doris Bingley; EU Proposed Projects
Subcommittee, composed of Council Members
Ms. Claudia Taylor-East, Mr. Robert Farrugia and
Ms. Miriam Muscat, The Volunteer Centre and
Public Relations Subcommittee composed of
Mr. Robert Farrugia, Perit Anthony Fenech Vella
and Mr. Laurence Farrugia and the Platform
/ Networking Subcommittee composed of
Ms. Miriam Muscat, Ms. Doris Bingley and Mr.
Lawrence Farrugia.
There was also the Advisory Committee to the
Commissioner composed of Ms. Claudia TaylorEast, Ms. Louise Gusman and Ms. Miriam Muscat;
and the VO Fund Board of Administrators
composed of Mr. Robert Farrugia, Mr. Ian
Azzopardi and Ms. Louise Gusman.
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Following the appointment of the 3rd Council,
there was a change not only in the members
nominated in the various subcommittees but also
in the composition and the terms of reference of
the newly composed subcommittees.

to the Council and the voluntary sector in general.
It shall also facilitate the participation of the
Council in European fora as well as in becoming a
member of such European bodies working in the
field of NGOs.

The VO Fund Board of Administrators is now
composed of four members namely Mr. Nathan
Farrugia (Chairperson), Ms. Claudia Taylor-East,
Mr. Ian Azzopardi and Dr. Noel Camilleri. The
purposes of the VO Fund as a Foundation has
been established by law to assist and support
enrolled VOs through education, management
support and financial grants in terms of Article
37(3) of the VOA.

The Consulting Subcommittee to the
Commissioner is composed of Dr. Noel
Camilleri (Chairperson), Ms. Doris Bingley
and Mr. Ian Azzopardi. The terms of reference
of this Committee arises from Article 35(12)
of the VOA: “the Council shall appoint a
subcommittee composed of three members of
the Council and which shall be consulted by the
Commissioner in the cases referred to in article
7(3). The subcommittee shall have a quorum
of two members and the written response of
the two members agreeing or disagreeing to a
recommended course of action shall suffice as an
expression of the views of the committee.

The Training and Mentoring Subcommittee is
composed of Mr. Edward Gruppetta (Chairperson),
Ms. Gertrude Buttigieg and Ms. Gemma Sirol. The
terms of reference of the Training Subcommittee
are to support and help in the development of
VOs in Malta and Gozo through the provision
of training and mentoring programmes. These
programmes shall address amongst other issues,
but not only, that of capacity building and good
governance.
Another Subcommittee is that working on
Networking, PR and EU Relations, an area which
the Council felt should be given more focus. The
members of this Subcommittee are Ms. Claudia
Taylor-East (Chairperson), Dr. Noel Camilleri, Mr.
Edward Gruppetta and Ms. Gertrude Buttigieg.
Its terms of reference of this subcommittee is
to be responsible on behalf of the Council to
stimulate cooperation and networking between
VOs and to provide a platform from which to
develop cooperation between VOs and the
Government, work towards strengthening and,
in some areas, establishing networking amongst
VOs, supporting the setting up of platforms, and
providing support and coordination in such cases.
The subcommittee shall also be responsible to
promote and inform the public on issues related

The Council also appointed two ‘Ad Hoc’
Committees for a limited term and specific
objectives. The first ‘Ad Hoc’ Committee was
responsible to plan and launch the VO Centre
in Valletta and was composed of Mr. Nathan
Farrugia (Chairperson), Ms. Doris Bingley, Ms.
Romina Baldwin and Dr. Noel Camilleri. The
second ‘Ad Hoc’ Committee was responsible to
plan and launch the National Volunteer Award
2014. This committee was composed of Ms.
Gertrude Buttigieg (Chairperson), Ms. Doris
Bingley and Ms. Claudia Taylor-East.

The Work of the Council
The 2nd Council met four times till the expiry of its
term of office on the 30th June 2014 while the 3rd
Council met six times following its appointment
as of the 1st July 2014. During this year there
was a continuation of the work carried out by
the Council in 2013, consolidating the initiated
projects and initiatives such as the Training and
Capacity Building Program for VO administrators,
the Small Initiatives Supports Scheme and the
National Volunteer Award. During this year the
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2nd Council launched the Mentoring Scheme for
VOs as well as finalised the discussions on the
amendments to the VOA and presented them to
the Commissioner.
Funding and budget proposals were also
presented to the government to be implemented
in the budget for 2015. When the 3rd Council
started its work in the latter half of the year,
there was a smooth transition in the work of the
Council with the continuation of the Training and
Mentoring Programs as well as the launch of the
Small Initiatives Supports Scheme for projects to
be undertaken in 2015. During the second half of
the year the Council made an extra effort to find
premises for the long awaited Volunteer Centre,
which was officially inaugurated by the end of the
year.
Various meetings were between the Council and
Ministries and official entities. There were also a
series of meetings between delegations including
two meetings with the Minister for Social
Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties, the
Hon. Helena Dalli, under whose responsibility the
Council falls, where various items were discussed
and where the Minister demonstrated her full
commitment in support of the Council and the
voluntary sector at large. The Council also had a
courtesy visit as well as a formal meeting with Her
Excellency the President of the Republic of Malta,
Marie Louise Coleiro Preca. These meetings were
very productive and paved the way for further
mutual cooperation, between the two entities.

Services given by the Malta Council for the
Voluntary Sector
The Council continued to work on the services
offered to the sector, building upon and
consolidating those given in the previous
two years. The Council kept updating the two
websites, namely, www.maltacvs.org and www.
volontarjat.org. These two websites which have
a complimentary function, keep VOs and the
general public informed of what is happening in
the VO sector. They are now being used to provide
applications online for the services provided. This
tool also supports VOs in promoting their events,
activities and training through the webpage’s
Latest Posts, Web Calendar and the Advert Banner.
Information may also be circulated through a
mass mailing system, which system was found to
be extremely useful both in the dissemination of
information by the Council to VOs, as well as to
circulate on a national level events and activities
organised by VOs and which are of general
interest. The website www.volontarjat.org,
supports the matching of volunteer organisations
and volunteers or individuals or groups of friends
looking to give a volunteer service. This website
is still underutilised. The online Volunteer
Organisations Directory is another tool which is
active and is used as a reference point for various
entities and individuals, with more than 1,400
voluntary organisations listed.

Training Program for Voluntary
Organisations’ Administrators
For the third year running the Council organised
its Training Program addressed to administrators
working within VOs. This year’s training was
carried out by Allied Consultants on behalf
of the Council, which training was offered to
administrators from both enrolled and nonenrolled VOs. This training was open to those
involved in the running and management of a
VO, committee members, team leaders etc. On
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average there was a good participation for the
first five sessions, averaging an attendance of
forty participants per session. Unfortunately
the participation dwindled down in the last four
sessions.
Below are the training sessions held:

Title
1. Governance – Administrative & Legal

Date
3rd May 2014

2. Communications, Fundraising & Campaigning

17th May 2014

3. Accessing EU & Local Funding (Part1)

31st May 2014

4. Accessing EU & Local Funding (Part2)

14th June 2014

5. Finance

28th June 2014

6. Networking, Sharing of Practices & Ideas

20thSeptember 2014

7. Sustainability & Fundraising Techniques

27thSeptember 2014

8. Managing Volunteers & Staff

11th October 2014

9. Values, Ethics & Principles

25th October 2014

Photo: DOI - Pierre Sammut

Hon. Minister Helena Dalli and Mr. Robert Farrugia during SIS Award ceremony
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Mentoring Scheme

Small Initiatives Support Scheme 2014

The Council launched for the first time the
Mentoring Scheme initiative intended to give
one-to-one advice and support to VOs in specific
areas according to their needs. The areas in
which support was provided were Fundraising
Techniques, Innovation and Social Enterprise;
Managing Volunteers and Staff; Governance –
Finance; Governance – Legal and Administrative;
and Communications and Campaigning. Every
organisation could apply for a maximum of 10
hours in one calendar year. Each session was
of not more than two hours in one visit, but
more than one visit in a particular area could be
requested.

The Small Initiatives Support Scheme for projects
to be undertaken in 2015 opened on the 15th
October 2014. An information meeting was held
for VOs interested to submit applications on the
14th November 2014. By the closing deadline
of the Scheme, 84 project applications by VOs
enrolled with the CVO Office were submitted.

National Volunteer Award
The 2014 National Volunteer Award was organised
by the Council for the fourth consecutive year.
This year the The National Volunteer Award
was organised under the patronage of H.E. the

Opening of the Volunteer Centre in Valletta by Hon. Minister Helena Dalli
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H.E. The President of Malta, members of the Council and winners of the National Volunteer Award 2014

President of Malta, Marie Louise Coleiro Preca.
This year the National Volunteer Award was
complimented by another three new awards
which were, the Youth Volunteer Award, the
Volunteer Organisation Award and the Corporate
Volunteering Award.
The National Volunteer Award was awarded
to Ms. Gemma Sirol, Commissioner of St. John
Ambulance, the Volunteer Organisation Award
was awarded to Hospice Malta, the Youth
Volunteer Award was awarded to Mr. Gabriel
Hammet who is a volunteer with the St. John
Ambulance and the Corporate Volunteering
Award was awarded to HSBC Malta Bank p.l.c.

Volunteer Centre
The first Volunteer Centre opened in 181, Melita
Street, Valletta on the 5th of December 2014 by
the Hon. Minister Helena Dalli, Minister for Social
Dialogue, Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties.
The Volunteer Centre is the administrative
offices of the Council from where it will manage
its operation, including training, support and
capacity building of the sector. The centre provides
the facilities of a resource centre/library. It will
be providing various other facilities to the VOs
themselves, such as office space and common
facilities, four meeting rooms and a training hall
which will be used on a time sharing basis by
those VOs needing a base for their operations.
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Parliamentary Questions
During 2014, the Office of the Commissioner for Voluntary Organisations received and replied to the
following Parliamentary Questions

PQ Number

Question asked by:

Subject

5972

Hon. Jason Azzopardi

Works assigned to AF Signs Studios Ltd and Halo
Pictures Ltd

6863

Hon. Mario De Marco

Pieces of art

6910

Hon. Marthese Portelli

Direct orders

6967

Hon. Charlo’ Bonnici

Early retirement schemes

7028

Hon. Etienne Grech

Regulations regarding accounts of voluntary
organisations

7056

Hon. Chris Agius

Direct orders

7071

Hon. Chris Agius

Variations in contracts

7157

Hon. Chris Agius

Promotions in managerial grades

7158

Hon. Chris Agius

Increase in salaries and allowances in managerial grades

7159

Hon. Chris Agius

Renegotiations of contracts in managerial grades

7171

Hon. Marthese Portelli

New projects financed by EU funds

7309

Hon. Claudette Buttigieg

Women in decision making positions

7423

Hon. Marthese Portelli

Recruitment within the Ministry for Social Dialogue,
Consumer Affairs and Civil Liberties and its entities

7437

Hon. Marthese Portelli

Overtime worked

7466

Hon. Paula Mifsud Bonnici

Travelling expenses

7502

Hon. Mario De Marco

Persons in top management positions

7681

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to ICON and MUOVO companies

7756

Hon. Jason Azzopardi

Vehicles hired from Burmarrad Commercials

7827

Hon. Kristy Debono

Recruitment on the basis of contract for service
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8336

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Definite and indefinite contracts

8441

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Europa Research and Consultation
Services Ltd

8745

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to IURIS Malta

8760

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Dr. Peter Fenech (67468M)

8775

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Dr. Austin Sammut (23454M)

8843

Hon. Paula Mifsud Bonnici

Engagement of Consultants

9385

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Dr. Noel Buttigieg Scicluna

9439

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Momentum Consult Ltd

9552

Hon. Anthony Bezzina

Vacancies and appointment of interviewing boards,
within the Ministry for Social Dialogue, Consumer
Affairs and Civil Liberties

9627

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to AIC Company Ltd

9658

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Multitrade Ltd

9690

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to Evolve Ltd

9718

Hon. Ryan Callus

Works assigned to Dr. Aaron Mifsud Bonnici and
General Workers’ Union

9725

Hon. George Pullicino

Renewals of contracts for service

10475

Hon. Marthese Portelli

Consultants and Persons of Trust

10585

Hon. Claudette Buttigieg

Appointed women in decision making positions

10587

Hon. Claudette Buttigieg

Percentage of men and women in decision making
positions

10618

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Works assigned to companies within the EMD Group of
Companies

11302

Hon. Federick Azzopardi

Appointed boards

11538

Hon. Mario De Marco

Recruitment in public entities

11568

Hon. Mario De Marco

List of consultants and appointment procedures

11983

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Advertising costs (2004 - 2012) on all media

12032

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Travelling expenses

12124

Hon. Claudette Buttigieg

Recruitment in public entities

12486

Hon. Antoine Borg

Insurance expenses

12773

Hon. Marthese Portelli

Increase in public service fees

12854

Hon. Carmelo Abela

Revised taxes, tariffs and fees
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